Bilderberg ‘World-Unity’ Lie Game is up!
WARMIST CO2 SCAM IS TOTALLY TRASHED
UN IPCC, Academic fraudsters, Greenpeace, top Insurers Swiss-Re, Nukes+BigOil, Media Brainwashers BBC NYT, challenged

The Dutch-based commercial propaganda business, Greenpeace, went into ‘unprecedented’
delirium 10/11 May as ‘Official’ levels of the trace-gas CO2 from the Mauna Loa active volcano
site reached 0.04% (grandly termed 400ppm) pic.twitter.com/Yu403FMDDd . WA13No19
● Piers Corbyn challenged Swiss Re, top Re-Insurers for this spin at GAFTA, major world food trades conference Geneva
17May (Latest Comms www.WeatherAction.com )
Their key claims
portrayed in dodgy
spin graphs (black)
are
false
and
disproved by the
scientific FACTS
symbolically
presented in Red
overlay graph
(Links & WA13No15 pdf*).

1. The 0.04%
level is not

Real chemical measures,
symbolized Red (Greenpeace
CO2 M-L & Ice cores in
black), prove CO2 in the last
200yrs twice had higher
peaks than the present
400ppm http://bit.ly/u21Om

unprecedented

but exceeded
twice in the
last 200 yrs –
around 1820 in the
later ‘Dalton’ Mini
Ice Age and ~1940s,
a warm period.
Greenpeace, whose
profits depend on
headline-grabbing
propaganda falsify
reality by using two
different sets of
measurements:recent, from 1958,
chemical methods
and preceding; ice
core methods which
lose past CO2 spikes
due to its diffusion
through ice. (Refs*
Beck
2006,
Jaworowski 2007).
Scientific chemical
measures, Red, are
close to Mauna Loa
and mostly well
exceed prior icecore
flattened
underestimates.

COLD

Mauna Loa & Beck
measures are
same within
uncertainties.
WARM

Temperature, Red symbolic simplified (CO2 from Ice cores in black),
scientific measures show at end of ice ages WARMING PRECEDES CO2
RISES by ~ 800 years (http://bit.ly/13cbVJF). Lag exaggerated for clarity.

Bilderberg Manipulators behind CO2 scam - Globalists Love Global Warming
http://bit.ly/124q1kV ; http://bit.ly/17svILR ; http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=147_1259451802

2. Historically TEMPERATURE RISES LEAD CO2. Warmist propaganda (black lower graph)
confuses cause and effect by ignoring this fact which threatens to terminate much of their income and the Green
surcharge scams of energy companies, governments, carbon-delusion businesses & banks.
● * See Ref boxes above and http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No15.pdf ,THIS pdf is http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No19.pdf

